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Spinal Cord Stimulation (SCS) for the treatment of 
neuropathic pain is conventionally hypothesized to:
1) Stimulate dorsal column fibers (white matter)
2) Leading to by modification of dorsal horn intra-

spinal circuits (grey matter)
This follows synaptic Gate-Control theory (Melzack & 
Wall, 1965)

1) The evoked Compound Action Potential (eCAP) measures dorsal column axon 
stimulation. This does not directly measure spinal circuit activity (pain control).

2) We describe a novel epidural signal, evoked by SCS, that measures synaptically 
evoked dorsal horn activity: the evoked Synaptic Activity Potential  (ESAP).         
This may measure modulation of pain-regulating spinal circuit (eg. Gate Control). 



Rodent model for characterizing the evoked SCS responses



eSAPs are delayed and slower than eCAPs
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eSAPs waveforms segmentally specific (stimulation and recording electrode locations) 
unlike eCAPs
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CNQX- competitive 
AMPA receptor 
antagonist

eSAPs (but not eCAPs) suppressed by glutamate synaptic antagonist



eSAPs have intraspinal correlated consistent with reflecting spinal network activity 



eSAPs are not EMG (having higher threshold, later time, occur independently)



Increasing SCS frequency from 1 Hz to 50 Hz partly diminishes eSAP but not eCAP



eSAP is easy to see (robust) but easy to miss (which means it contains information)

1. Delayed onset and time course: Synaptic activity (ESAP) follows 
axon stimulation (ECAP)

2. Segmental sensitivity (waveform) and dose response distinct from 
ECAPs: Providing unique information on segmental mechanism.

3. Inhibition by glutamatergic-synaptic antagonist, without ECAP block.

4. Intraspinal correlate (suppressed by glutamatergic-synaptic 
antagonist). Epidural electrodes also measure spinal synaptic 
responses to cortical stimulation.                                                
Spinal network synaptic state detectable with SCS epidural leads. 

5. Not EMG: Threshold below EMG, peak before EMG initiation & 
occurring independent of EMG

6. Diminishment (but still detectable) with frequency increases from 1 
Hz to 50 Hz, in contrast to relative stability of ECAPs. ESAPs provide 
unique information on spinal cord state in response to SCS.

7. Translation to humans? Slow electrical potentials of the human 
spinal cord have been noted for decades.                                 
(Shimizu 1979; Yates et al. 1982, Simohi et al. 1994, Tomita et al 1996…) 
Not to be confused with distinct late myogenic responses. 
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